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Contacts:
Chris Marvell is the Newsletter editor. Please let him have your contributions for future Newsletters, comments, suggestions, letters
for publication, criticisms etc. If you want, Gina Kelland is still happy to receive material for the Newsletter: she will be assisting
Chris with her advice and proofreading. If you are sending published articles please either get Copyright clearance yourself or
enclose the details of the publisher so Chris can ask for permission. You can contact Chris by email to editor@belleek.org.uk
Chris and Bev Marvell publish and distribute the Newsletter. Chris has set up a database which forms the Group’s “digital” archive,
keeping a record of relevant publications and photographs (including photos etc. gathered at meetings and not published in the
Newsletter). Some or all of this information will be available on the Internet as our website develops - working with Simon
Whitlock, we intend to publish all the back issues of the Newsletter and all of the research done by our Group members on our
website. If you have questions about the publication and distribution of the Newsletter, contact Chris or Bev by email at
publisher@belleek.org.uk.
The Group’s Chairman is Patricia Russell MBE, email chairman@belleek.org.uk
Our Treasurer is Paul Ewings, contact him by email at treasurer@belleek.org.uk
The Group's Administrator is Bev Marvell, email to administrator@belleek.org.uk
Our website is administered by Simon Whitlock and can be found at http://www.belleek.org.uk/. To contact Simon, the
Webmaster, send email to webmaster@belleek.org.uk.
There is a separate email address to make contact with researchers within the group. This is research@belleek.org.uk. For
information on the annual raffle or to buy tickets, email raffle@belleek.org.uk.
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Forthcoming
orthcoming Events
2nd and 3rd December 2011

Christmas Party, Derbyshire and Lincoln, hosted by Elaine and Paul Ewings

24th and 25th March 2012

Spring Meeting, Portsmouth, hosted by Pat and Brian Russell

14th and 15th July 2012

AGM, Coventry, hosted by Eileen and Bernard Burgham

Newsletter Deadlines
Spring 2012:

Deadline for articles and other material is 1st March 2012.

Cover Picture…
A Belleek brooch from Del Domke's collection, this is a first period piece an it is unusual to find so fine and delicate item in
such good condition. Margaret Montgomery gives a full and detailed account of these brooches in this Newsletter.
This publication is made on behalf of the UK Belleek Collectors’ Group. It is dedicated to improving our knowledge and appreciation of Belleek, the Ware and the
Pottery. It is not for profit and intended for the members of the Group and those with like interests. We try to acknowledge and obtain permission for any material or
images used. If however you feel that material has been used which breaches your copyright and this causes you a problem, please get in touch with the editor at
editor@belleek.org.uk and the item will be removed.
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From the Editor…
Well, another Belleek Convention has just finished. Bev and I enjoyed it immensely. Nine of us from the UK were there: Pat,
Paul and Patrick Tubb, Linda and Eddie Murphy, Elaine and Paul Ewings and Bev and I. Helen and Trevor Rankin, Olga
Clarke and Eileen O'Neill came over from Northern Ireland - and of course Patricia McCauley and Fergus Cleary from the
Pottery - this (I think) was a pretty good attendance from this side of the pond. The Convention was great fun and more than
anything else a chance to catch up with old friends.. and, oh yes, there was also Belleek there. Personally, I found the City of
Chicago something of a revelation - it was truly beautiful, clean and sparklingly modern but with a deep appreciation for its
history and it seemed that everyone there was so helpful and friendly. Many of us Brits have something of a preconception of
American cities - we maybe think of them as a little bit brash, overpowering and clinical in their modernity with no regard for
their heritage... "If it's twenty years old - knock it down and put up a new one..." This is not true of Chicago which has had a
succession of Mayors who cared deeply about the city, a population which identifies strongly with its heritage and an influential
Architecture Foundation, which as well as operating fabulous and very informative boat tours on the Chicago river, is a
guardian of the City's historic landmarks. So Chicago surprised us. The City has several important and well known themes
running through it: as a centre of commerce, it became the hub of the USA's railroads - mail-order businesses located there
because of this second-to-none distribution system... hence the headquarters of Sears and Montgomery Ward and the huge US
mail operations. It was the place where skyscrapers first flourished - unencumbered by old-fashioned building codes that
required the masonry structure to be load bearing (as in New York), from the 1920's, steel-framed construction allowed
Chicago's buildings to reach for the sky. German, Italian, Polish and Irish culture flourishes here. We also of course have the
famous prohibition-era battles between the crime syndicates led by Al Capone (of Italian origin) and Bugs Moran of
(Polish/Irish descent), which add a certain frisson and character to present-day Chicago. As I've mentioned, it is not only the
architectural and commercial heritage that is important in Chicago - although a measure of this was the huge outcry that
followed Macy's takeover of the historic Chicago department store Marshall Fields in 2005 - the cultural heritage is also vital to
the city... and when it comes to Belleek, it is naturally the Irish cultural heritage that is paramount.
It is an interesting question: just how much do the background and origins of present day dwellers of Chicago (or for that
matter of any place at all) affect their lives and actions? If you talk to people in Chicago (and indeed we talked to quite a few
people) and ask them how they would describe themselves, they do indeed say they are: "Irish", "Polish", "Mexican" and so on.
They were all clearly Americans and proud of their country and the heritage of the United States and of Chicago, so why, when
asked, did they so readily identify themselves with the country of their ancestors? Of course it is a truism that the USA is a
country of immigrants. It seems that this anchor to their "roots" is still an important badge of identity to many Americans,
particularly with groups perceived as having once been an oppressed minority, such indeed as the Irish - you don't hear many
Americans calling themselves "British" in this way. As an outsider, I am intrigued by all this. Carrying on the theme of
"Irishness" in the context of Belleek, we visited the old Marshall Fields building (now Macy's of course), made our way to the
fine china department and had a good look round. I was amazed to see the name "Waterford" associated with some fine china
there - yes, it used to be the Waterford-Wedgwood Group: but Waterford surely makes crystal, it's Wedgwood that makes the
china, isn't it? Apparently not any more: this is now all made in China anyway and the brand "Waterford" has been judged by
the marketing men at the resurrected company to be more recognisable, perhaps a marketable echo back to that "Irishness" and
certainly a reference to the fine quality of the old Waterford glass. So no more Wedgwood! Not at Macy's on State Street,
Chicago anyway. Branding is now everything and the name Waterford sells better that Wedgwood. Of course these days any
English or Irish reference is usually just that: a reference - to the days when Waterford glass was made at Waterford and
Wedgwood was made at Etruria or Barlaston, Stoke-on-Trent, England. Now, it doesn't even matter - the brand is everything.
So when our friends in Chicago say they are "Irish", is this a label that still has some meaning? Does it still really matter to
them? Is it just the cultural reference that is important in the same way that the brand "Waterford" still refers to Ireland? No,
of course not. It does still matter: family ties are much more important than mere branding.
We pursued our researches further. We could see no Belleek china in Macy's. Bev and I were with Linda and Eddie Murphy
and Eddie, who is no shrinking violet, asked the somewhat startled shop assistant why there was no Belleek in the extensive
fine dining department. "Oh yes," she said, "Belleek... yes, we used to have Belleek - it must have been 15 years ago - Reed
and Barton were the distributors back then." She paused and then continued decisively: "No, we don't have it any more." That
was it: she spoke with authority. We did not pursue it but were left feeling that there should be more to this story. Of all Irish
brands, Belleek is surely the most Irish - even more so than Waterford. Belleek Pottery now has some lovely modern designs in
its "Living" ranges - surely these would fit in well with the other brands in Macy's fine dining department. More than this,
George Moore has told us that Belleek is now taking over its own distribution in the USA: maybe the old Reed and Barton
association had not been entirely beneficial to the Pottery. There is still more to this story: Belleek Pottery is bringing back to
Ireland a beautiful new dinnerware design called "Aran" (of which more in this Newsletter). This bucks the worldwide trend it is to be Belleek made at Belleek! It is easy to get cynical in a world where nothing is any longer what it seems; in the City of
Chicago where on Saint Patrick's day they dye the river green, where the Irish American Heritage Center has a museum, opened
by Irish President Mary Robinson in 1991, which boasts a "magnificent collection of Belleek parian china", where perhaps 25%
of the population would describe themselves as "Irish"; here you can buy "Waterford China" not made anywhere near
Waterford but you can't buy Belleek made at Belleek... well not at Macy's or Bloomingdales anyway. With the efforts of
George and Angela, not to mention Fergus's design team, maybe this is about to change.
CM
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News from Belleek Pottery
From George Moore
George Moore gave us his "State of the Pottery" speech at the Convention, he
has also been interviewed recently by the BBC in Northern Ireland, a
programme which was broadcast on BBC Radio 4 in September.
The main points that George made were as follows:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Belleek Pottery is in 2011 nine times larger than in was in 1990 (in
terms of overall turnover).
The Pottery was now the largest employer in the western part of
Ireland with between 260 and 270 employees. 1990-2000 had been the "Golden Years" for the Pottery
when demand outstripped supply and they had been able to sell everything that was made. This really
came to and end with the 9/11 terrorist atrocities in the USA in 2001.
After September 11th 2001 the Pottery was then faced with a "Perfect Storm" of problems with greatly
reduced demand in the USA, recession and the Foot and Mouth crisis in the UK. This was combined
with a number of Belleek's retailers going out of business.
It was the introduction of Belleek Living that turned the Pottery's fortunes - if it were not for this the
Pottery would have gone. Belleek Living now represents 70% of the company's sales.
The Pottery recovered well and by 2007 and 2008 business was good. This was unfortunately ended by
the debt crisis starting in 2008 and demand fell to 60% of what was expected - the debt crisis was
caused basically by every country owing too much money.
Many famous names in Ireland, including Waterford and Royal Tara, have now gone. The number of
people employed by Waterford went from 3,600 to zero when the Waterford Wedgwood Group failed
because of the debt crisis. In this context, the Belleek Group is doing well and managing to keep its
head above water although times are still hard. Belleek Pottery will survive!

George made some further announcements about the future of the Company.
•
•
•

In the USA, Belleek distribution will be done from Virginia by the Company itself rather than through
the company's former agents, Reed and Barton.
Belleek will be available for sale via Amazon.com on the Internet.
Production of new ranges will be brought back to Ireland if possible: The new Aran range of dinner
ware is an example of this.

The New Aran Dinner
Ware
This is a completely new design of
parian dinner ware that will be
made entirely at Belleek (not in
Asia: note the "Made in Ireland").
George Moore announced at the
Convention that it will be
introduced in January 2012 and the
range will initially comprise six
pieces: a dinner plate and two
accent plates, a mug, an oval dish
and a serving bowl. More shapes will be introduced later. Fergus had brought fresh from the Pottery a
prototype plate of the new design and this was passed round the audience at the Convention. We have more on
the fate of this one-off prototype later in the Newsletter!
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News from the World of
Ceramics
Two reports are given here, they are both extracted
from the Northern Ceramics Society Newsletter
Number 163, September 2011. Both reports give us
better news on the progress of the cause of ceramics in
Stoke on Trent.
The first report is by Pam Woolliscroft, former curator
of the wonderful museum that used to be housed at the
old Copeland Spode factory in Stoke (The UK Belleek
Collectors' Group held a meeting there in October
2003). Spode went into Administration (along with
Royal Worcester) in 2008 and administrators were
called in. There was fear from many people that the
pieces in the museum and the important archives
would be compromised or even lost.
A huge amount of work was done by Pam
Woolliscroft and other volunteers to make sure that as
many of the historic artefacts as possible at the Spode
site were removed to safety or otherwise preserved.
Pam's report now confirms that the old Spode archives
are safe at the Stoke on Trent City Archives.

This second report by Rodney Hampson tells us that in
spite of the recession and general gloom that has
descended... and in particular given the horrendous
performance and demise of many of the great names in
Stoke on Trent, not everything is bad. Some ceramics
companies who have adopted forward-looking practices
have been increasing their business and are prospering.
In the light of Dr George Moore's comments (see News
from Belleek Pottery) I would have no hesitation in
including the Belleek Company among these firms
which are achieving success in these hard times.
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Group
Group News
It's been a hectic few months following the AGM at our usual venue of Weston Hall near Coventry. The BCIS
Convention in Chicago has certainly kept nine UK full members and a good number of our associate members
very busy! As Autumn begins, it's time to turn our thoughts to Christmas and our yearly festive get-together
which this year will be hosted by Elaine and Paul Ewings at their home on the Friday and then at the famous
Christmas Market in the beautiful City of Lincoln on the Saturday - events will be centred around the famous
medieval cathedral atop "Steep Hill" in the middle of the City. And as our thoughts turn to this celebration, we
can announce that we have some rather nice raffle prizes - the draw will take place at Elaine and Paul's home
the day before the Lincoln visit - here are the prizes so far:

Shown above are the 2011 raffle prizes so far: A beautiful highly decorated first period Echinus dessert plate
with an interesting (if undecipherable) monogram - this would have been part of a large and important dessert
service - it is the pattern used for the Prince of Wales service, but we don't know who this particular plate was
made for - more research needed! The Greek dessert plate, gilded and with a delicate green lustre, would also
have formed part of a large service, this time in the Greek pattern; it is also from the first period. We also have
an individual sugar in the form of a nautilus shell with lovely lustre, an unusual green tinted pentagonal dish
and a pair of interestingly shaped salts.
It is even possible, if funds allow that more items may be added to these prizes before the draw takes place at
the Christmas gathering!

Cartoon courtesy of Jan Golaszewski.
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The Summer AGM in Coventry
Hosted by Eileen and Bernard Saturday 23rd July and Sunday 24th July
Saturday Dinner was at the Saxon Mill,
Guys Cliffe, just outside Warwick
It was a lovely evening and the old converted
mill was at a beautiful location by the river.
The mill still had its cast iron water wheel
above the mill race which passed underneath
the building - this was on show but no longer
functional. Tables were set out bordering on
the fiver where we first met for pre-dinner
drinks.

Here we have pictures of the exterior of the Saxon Mill viewed from the main road
road into Warwick, the old "works", the terrace
outside the restaurant alongside the river, the beautiful picturesque mill pond above the mill and Chris Marvell and Pat Russell
on the riverside terrace with an awful lot of bottles and glasses.
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Lots of conversations as we gather before dinner...
Top: Some of our group, Eddie Murphy and Paul
Ewings.
Middle: Pat times two (Tubb and Russell),
Russell), Karen
Kincheloe with Mel and Simon Whitlock.
Bottom: Linda Murphy and Robin Wootton and
Eileen Burgham,
Burgham, happy with
with her bouquet of sweet
peas, Brian Russell and June Sweeney in the
background.
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We retired inside the Mill for dinner and Charles and Fiona
Easthope arrived with a very welcome guest of honour: Maureen
Munton, who has not been able to attend a meeting for some time.
Top, left to right: Karen Kincheloe with Bernard Burgham and Paul Tubb
in the background;
background; a view of part of our table.
Second row: Pat Russell greets Maureen and Robin Wootton;
Wootton; Fiona
Easthope and Bev Marvell chatting
Third row: Maureen times two (Munton and Wootton); Charles Easthope
and Maureen Munton
Bottom: Mel Whitlock and Jume Sweeney.
Sweeney.
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The Sunday Meeting and AGM was held at the Weston Hall Hotel,
Hotel, Bulkington,
Bulkington, near Coventry
Members assembled once again at the Weston Hall Hotel for the July meeting and silent auction, followed in
the afternoon by the AGM. We were all particularly delighted to welcome Maureen Munton to the meeting:
Maureen was the guest of Charles and Fiona Easthope. After coffee and a chat, our Chairman, Pat Russell,
thanked everyone for their good wishes on her receipt of the MBE. She was proudly wearing her medal and
had brought along an album of photographs of the special day when she received the award from Her Majesty
the Queen.
Pat Russell announced that the book by Jean Weleck could be purchased at a cost of £5 towards Group funds.
Other leaflets, brochures and old collectors' magazines were available for a donation in aid of the potters'
headstone fund. Bids for the silent auction could be made up to the commencement of the business meeting.
Bev Marvell had brought along part of her crop of courgettes for people to help themselves.

Silent
Auction
The yearly
sale of items
brought along
by Group
members in
the Silent
Auction
featured some
very
interesting
pieces. On
this page and
the following
page are
pictures of
some of these.
Note the
extensive
marking of this rare Lace pattern tray held up by
Elaine Ewings: it has the first black printed mark
and this is also impressed - the figure "1" indicates
its colourway and there are printed and impressed
registration diamond marks.
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‘The Secret of the Dragon’
- a talk by Chris Marvell
Before the next item on the
adenda, Chris Marvell showed a
recording of a Northern Ireland
BBC Newsline programme,
broadcast in the previous week, but
filmed this Springtime at the
Pottery. Actors in period costume
arrived by horse and carriage at the
Pottery to re-enact the visit of Lord
Spencer. This was in celebration of
the fact that the original Visitors
Book from 1868 is now on display
at the Pottery. In the programme,
our own Chris and Bev, who have
kindly loaned the book to the
Pottery, were interviewed about its
importance.
Chris Marvell then gave another excellent talk entitled ‘The Secret of the Dragon’. He referred to it as ‘A
Shaggy Dragon Story’, and dedicated it to Maureen Munton because Graham Munton used to call her "The
Dragon". This talk will be presented as an article in a future edition of the Newsletter, but just to whet your
appetite it tells the story of a most unusual red and green painted Belleek dragon that was first spotted by
Neville Maguire in an inventory of the Museum of Practical Geology in London (which closed in 1901). This
piece, and other Belleek named in the inventory, was unearthed by Chris, Bev and Neville in the reserve
collection at the Victoria and Albert Museum, with the assistance of the V&A’s Curator of Ceramics. The
fascinating dragon has an orange first period mark, paper labels, and also carries a set of strange impressed
symbols. One of the symbols was the previously discussed mark described by Eddie Murphy as the ‘squarewave mark’ and by Neville Maguire as the ‘Potter's mark’. Even stranger, some of the symbols seem to show
the date in ancient Persian numbers. The mystery of the other symbols has yet to be solved… watch this space!

On this page: top, Chris Marvell giving the talk,
Below: Pat Russell congratulating Chris and the "Dragon" in
question - yes, this is a first period piece of Belleek.
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Bring and Tell ‘Belleek on a Plate’
Georgina Reece (right) volunteered to be the judge
for our Bring and tell.
Eileen Burgham (below) showed a 1978 Christmas
plate (with leaping salmon) that was purchased during a
trip to Scotland. She was surprised to find Belleek in
the location, and it provided a memento of the visit.

Diana Awdry (right) had brought a 2nd period ring
handle bread plate printed with a picture of the Pottery.
It is a treasured possession that was bought from the
USA on Ebay.

Elaine Ewings showed a shell plate. It was purchased
in 1996 in a slightly distressed condition but cleaned
up very well. Some years later the plate that Elaine
and Paul thought was unrecorded was discovered in
the Old Photograph Album and identified as a
Strathnairn plate. They realised they had the other
shell plates shown in the picture as well as several
others, and a mini collection of shell plates was born.
This illustrates how one thing leads to another in
Belleek collecting.
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Charles Easthope had a tale of two signatures on two
plates, one a decorated hexagon tea plate signed
Gerty Johnston and the other a star-shaped plate
signed Gertrude Johnstone. He told an entertaining
story about how the pieces were purchased.
Charles then
showed a third
piece that he
referred to as
‘Belleek off a
plate’: an enamel
box with Belleek
logo. Jan had
designed the top
and Charles the
side, but the
interior carried a
personal inscription.

Above: the enamel
box; left and below:
the two plates and the
two signatures.
Charles feared that
the piece signed
"Gerty Johnston"
might not be correct
because of the use of
the nickname.

Editor: close inspection of the two signatures shows
that the handwriting is really quite similar (the "J"
and "t" in particular) so both plates are possibly the
genuine work of the young Gertrude Johnston(e). We
hope that Charles will carry on this Johnston /
Johnstone discussion in a future Newsletter.
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Paul Tubb and his Christmas plates: top heather
transfer on 1985 plate, below: fleabane on 1987 plate
and heather on 1987 plate.
Paul Tubb had three plates that related to three men who were decorating Christmas plates with transfers in the
Pottery in 1987. The 1985 plate shows heather, the 1987 plate is decorated with Irish fleabane, but Paul also has
a 1987 plate showing heather. The last of these has the wrong transfer; it has the correct Belleek mark on the
back but lacks the details given on the reverse of the other plates. This must have been a mistake made by the
Pottery!

Georgina Reece, our volunteer judge for the Bring
and Tell, and chose Elaine Ewings as the winner.
Both Georgina and Elaine then received a gift wine for Elaine and Chocolates for Georgina.
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Lunch
Members continued discussing Paul's Christmas
plate and Chris's Dragon Mystery until it was time
for lunch, which followed shortly - The Weston
Hall hotel provides us with an excellent room for
our meeting, large enough to accommodate the
Silent Auction, the meeting and the tables for
lunch - so we didn't have far to go.
Right: Pat Tubb and Chris and David Reynolds
Below: Simon Whitlock, Julia Reece, Jan
Golaszewski and Joanna Urbanek.

AGM Business meeting
This followed lunch - full members of the UK
Group will receive minutes of this meeting.

The officers of the UK Group preparing for
the meeting.
Our chairman is Pat Russell (centre)
Administrator is Bev Marvell (left)
Treasurer is Paul Ewings (right)
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After the AGM...
...with the serious business done, we could relax and let
our hair down...
Bev, Pat and Paul look a good deal happier now!
Gifts for our hosts, Eileen and Bernard Burgham (below
left) and the Group's Webmaster, Simon Whitlock
(below).

Simon had
brought along
one of latest
acquisitions of
Belleek... this
amazing rare
second period
flowered bowl
on a tall
pedestal.
(below)

(Editor: I think this piece is hitherto unrecorded)
Finally, urged on by Chris, we assembled outside for a
group photo.
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Above: our group photo.
Right: the way we were...
our group photo taken a
good few years ago (but not
1987 as it says on the
picture). Ed: does anyone
know when this picture was
taken?
Below right: Weston Hall beautiful on the sunny
afternoon.
Finally we retired to the bar
of the Weston Hall Hotel for
refreshments and to continue
our conversations.
Cheers Patrick!
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The 2011 BCIS Convention in Chicago
in Pictures

The Convention Hotel, the Chicago O'Hare Doubletree

Firstly, here are some of the people involved mainly UK Group members
members but with some
interlopers......
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it looks as if
were having a
good time...
socialising,
right from the
start of the
Convention...
and Patrick
Tubb is a prize
winner!
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Linda Murphy's Convention Diary....
On Wednesday 14th September, Belleekers began to gather at the Doubletree Hotel in Rosemont, Chicago.
Some went on an Irish pub crawl whilst others relaxed and had a meal - getting ready for four very packed days
ahead...
Thursday 15th saw the start of the Convention. After breakfast we were "meeting and greeting" and then
registering and receiving a wonderful bag full of little presents, information and of course the Convention plate.
For some an architecture boat cruise of the city was on the agenda along the Chicago river. Meanwhile, back at
the Hotel, the sales room opened: lots of wonderful Belleek and goodies were for sale including Pat Tubb's
crocheted items for the Headstones fund. In the evening the Convention was formally opened by Moira Bailey.
Frank O'Connor and George Moore appeared. Aislinn Gagliardi, an excellent harpist played and our very own
Patrick Tubb won the first raffle of the Convention.
Friday 16th started at 9:00a.m. sharp - Master of Ceremonies, Don Campbell as always introduced the
speakers and kept us all to time. Briane Carter the new Honoree talked about her "Ultimate Belleek Ornament
Collection" - what a vast number of these ornaments she has! Linda Beard gave us an update on the Richard K.
Degenhardt Fund. Olga Clarke spoke on the Pottery in Cloghore which was run by ex-Belleek worker Johnny
Flynn - it was close to Belleek and did not operate for very long but made some fine pieces. The history of the
Irish in Chicago talk was given by Tom Boyle from the Irish American Heritage Center - we were to see some
great Belleek in their collection on our visit on the Sunday. Lunch was served. In the afternoon, Angela Moore
welcomed each of the Chapters individually and then George Moore gave his update on the Pottery (see News
from Belleek Pottery, page 5). Val Fleming gave her talk on "A Focus on White Belleek" - although she said
she did have some coloured pieces too! Linda Beard and Don Campbell then gave a tribute to the Hall of Fame
Honorees who were gone but not forgotten: Fred Gary, Jean Weleck, R.E. Gregg, Eugene Krach, Max
Norman, Joan Crowe and Dave Clark - all were great ambassadors for Belleek. Our own Paul Tubb then gave a
talk on the "Hunting for Headstones" project that he and Pat had taken on (See Paul and Pat's report on page
38). The afternoon ended with a further tribute to Honoree Dave Clarke who died recently.
The baskets of Belleek and other goodies were raffled off. That evening was "Chicago Night" - a buffet of
Chicago style pizza, hotdogs and beer was served and the bagpipes and drums of the Emerald Society of
Chicago Police Department gave us some amazing entertainment. Dean Bagnall, our favourite auctioneer was
absolutely fantastic as he sold off the lots of Belleek and other items donated by the Chapters.
Saturday 17th: Bright eyed and bushy tailed - well some of us anyway - started with Eddie Murphy's talk: "A
Collection of Teapot Stands" - we learned the Origin of the Harp! (Ed: we will have Eddie's article in the next
Newsletter) Trevor Rankin followed by educating us on why "You can never have too many Belleek Baskets".
At 10:15 a special announcement was made: the Mayor of Chicago had declared Saturday 17th September 2011
"BELLEEK DAY". Fergus Cleary followed this with a very interesting talk designers at the Pottery over its
history - he finished by telling us how the Chicago plate was made - there will be a break with tradition! the
mould for this plate will NOT be smashed - it will instead go into the Museum at the Pottery. The induction by
Angela Moore, BCIS President of the new Honoree, Briane Carter then followed. Briane certainly wore the
chain of office with pride! Buffet Lunch was next, followed by a coach tour of the City ending at the
Buckingham Fountain - Susie, our guide was extremely knowledgeable. When we got back to the hotel it was
time for a quick wash and brush up... that evening was the Gala Dinner: Champagne reception, Tortellini
Insalate Caprese, Fillet Mignon and pan-seared salmon and a lovely dessert. The boys and girls of the Weber
Irish Dance Group and the Larkin and Moran Brothers Band provided the superb entertainment.
Sunday 18th - the Convention closed but then there was the tour of the Irish American Heritage Center and
lunch in the Fifth Province Pub - to be truthful we were all waiting to see their Belleek Collection!
We really enjoyed the Convention packed with things to see and do and old and new friends to meet. MANY
THANKS to the Windy City Chapter for all the hard work and I'm sure Chicago has stolen a little bit of our
hearts.
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Some of our UK Group speakers... Paul Tubb, Eddie Murphy
and Pat Tubb - Olga Clarke is in the picture bottom left.
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The Weber Irish Dance Group, an Emerald Society Piper - and Fergus with some of the Sunshine Chapter...
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All dressed up... ready
for the Gala Dinner.
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A few more pictures from inside at the Convention ...and
outside in Chicago!
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And in the Dealers' Room - we had Belleek - and other interesting things too...
too...
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Some very rare and interesting items
items
were on sale here...
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A few more
examples...
Belleek and
Ott and
Brewer...
and Bev
Marvell and
Sandy
Rowland
with
Katherine
Gaertner
at her sales
stand.
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Afew of the wonderful items sold by auctioneer extraordinary Dean Bagnall...

...Glenda
...Glenda and Paul Norman from
New Zealand bought
bought a very special
Irish Cottage butter dish...
...and the Christmas Tree full of
Belleek ornaments was raffled off.
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We were privileged to be invited to Kay and Pauline Corcoran's house to view their collection.
Top: Pauline with the base of the egg cup holder
Middle: Bev Marvell examining pieces in a cabinet as
Kay looks on and the cabinet in question - lots of very
interesting items!
Bottom: an unusual first
first period "birds nest" basket
with convolulous

On the Sunday, after we returned from the Irish
American Heritage Center, a few of us went to visit
Kay and Pauline Corcoran's beautiful home. This
really put the icing on the cake - their house and the
collection of Belleek is absolutely fantastic!
fantastic!
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A Very rare
earthenware bowl
decorated in lustre
and enamel
colours, probably
in Belfast circa
1900.
This bowl is most unusual in being painted with a continuous landscape rather than the more usual Celtic symbols and Gaelic
lettering. Above are two views of the bowl and its mark is on the right.
right.
A second period jelly
mould (far
(far left) and an
earthenware sauce
boat (left
(left)
left) also second
period, decorated in
cobalt blue and gilt.

Above: a beautiful and rare first period 2-strand lily of the
the valley
basket
Right: Kay and Beverly observe as the two great earthenware
enthusiasts: Don Campbell and Eddie Murphy inspect a vividly
decorated chamber pot with a very interesting mark.
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Finally in our pictorial tour of the Convention some
memories of Chicago....
This pretty girl under the parasol in a 1930's poster advertising the Dunes
Beaches (in Indiana, just south of Chicago) is none other than Kay Corcoran's
mother, Pauline's grandmother - she was the model for the artist who painted
the original
original for the poster.

The Willis Tower (formerly the Sears Tower) dominates the City's skyline...
skyline...

...and some memories of Chicago
contributed by Linda and Eddie
Murphy, Elaine and Paul Ewings
and Chris and Bev Marvell.
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AMERICA, HERE WE COME!!!
By Pat Tubb
As always, the preparations for our trip to the USA for the BCIS Convention began many months before
leaving. There was the booking of flights and hotels, registering for the convention in the Windy City of
Chicago, before the March deadline, which proved successful for one member of the family!! And, then, as D
Day loomed we arranged meetings with the monumental mason in Trenton and the cemetery officials to finalise
details with them for our ‘Hunting Headstones’ project.
We left the UK on Sunday September 4th from terminal 5 at Heathrow and arrived in Philadelphia around 7hrs
later and were soon in our hotel room on the 19th floor. The last time we had stayed in Philly it had rained
incessantly so that our sightseeing was curtailed but this year, although we did have some rain and some of it
quite heavy, we were able to see what we wanted in this beautiful city.
We went to Trenton by train for the day and the journey took us through mixed countryside most of it showing
the effects of hurricane Irene’s passage leaving the countryside and towns looking wet and miserable. Our
friends, Scott Anderson and Judi Wells, who help with our research and whose articles on Gallimore in
America began in the last Newsletter, met us and took us to the two cemeteries where, as a pleasant surprise,
we met the same monumental mason for both cemeteries. Our time with him, Mike Willey, ended in his office
where we were able to chose the type of memorial stone and agree the inscription we wanted from which he
provided us with a firm quotation to take to the Convention.
Scott and Judi then took us for the evening to the home of Bob and Noreen
Cunningham who gave us a lovely supper and Bob proudly showed us his
wide ranging collection of American Belleek. Bob is the President of the
Ellarslie Museum in Cadwallader Park. We gave them a Belleek
Bicentennial Plate to add to, or perhaps start a new, collection. We caught
our train back to the hotel in Philly and, overnight, the heavens opened
again so that by morning the area where we had been was again flooded
and all public transport cancelled. Some parts of Philadelphia had also
been affected but, luckily, not the main tourist areas so we were able to
continue with our sight seeing plans and Patrick got to have his photograph
taken at Rocky’s Statue (left) and to run
up the steps of the museum of Art.
We had an enjoyable trip around the
Museum and found a Belleek–like
jardinière (right) with no makers name
but said to have been made in Trenton. In the afternoon we took a ride on the
DUKW seeing parts of the city we had not seen before and, of course, getting
into the River Delaware, even though it was quite swollen and full of debris
from the recent rains, beneath the Benjamin Franklin Bridge.
Next day, Friday, we flew out of Philly to Chicago where we met up with my
cousin and her husband from New York State, Ann and Frank, at a downtown
hotel. [Incidentally, if you think the trip from Heathrow into Central London
is bad, go try the trip from O’Hare into the centre of Chicago – I know it was Friday evening but it took us two
hours and cost $50!!!]. We spent five days with Ann and Frank and it was their first visit to the City, too, so we
were all excited to see what we could of this fabulous ‘ToddlinTown’. We took the Architectural tour on the
river which, probably, gives the best views of the skyscrapers of downtown, also the Untouchables Tour which
showed us all the locations connected with Prohibition and the Beer Wars of the 20s. We visited Navy Pier
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which includes a wonderful museum of stained glass (right: a
Tiffany window in the Museum), industrial, domestic and
religious and more hours than planned at the Shedd Aquarium
with its fantastic displays of marine life. Paul got to ride the
"EL", much to his delight!!! and the balmy weather, fine food
restaurants and friendly people have left us with a desire to
revisit this wonderfully clean and welcoming city.
On Wednesday evening we made our way back to O’Hare and
the Doubletree Hotel to get ready for the Convention and thus
began the main reason for us being in Chicago. The unofficial
convention started as soon as we arrived into the hotel as we
were greeted by friends and soon-to-be friends.
The next morning the excitement continued and Patrick was thrilled to receive a beautiful basket of goodies
from the New Jersey Ladies presented to him by Doreen Morgan (left). Many
thanks from all of
us. After breakfast
I started the job of
putting out my
crochet pieces on
the Pottery table
in the Sales
Rooms (right).
Most people were
hovering around
trying to get a
glimpse of the Belleek treasures at the Dealers tables but the sale rooms did
not officially open until registration began at 2.00 pm. Then the gentle rush
started before the Convention began with a Cheese and Wine Reception
where, again, we met up with numerous friends and we were all entertained
by a local young harpist (left), Aislinn Gagliardi.
Angela and George Moore arrived to join the festivities and, as usual, there
was a Belleek raffle with a prize for those who had booked early and, as I said
earlier, it proved successful for one of us – Yes, Patrick won it!!!. He could
not have been more pleased if he had
received a million pounds and he spent the
rest of the evening going around with a big
grin showing everyone his treasured box
and the Nairn Vase within (right).
Friday began with Don Campbell officially opening proceedings followed by
Briane Carter’s talk on Belleek Christmas ornaments, a report on the
Degenhart Scholarship Fund by Linda Beard, before Olga Clarke spoke about
the Cloghore Pottery. Then we had a talk about the history of the Irish in
Chicago and an introduction to the Irish American Heritage Centre in the city
that some of us were to visit on Sunday afternoon.
A delicious buffet lunch was served and the sale rooms reopened before
Angela and George Moore gave their reports about the society and the pottery. A talk by Val Fleming about her
white Belleek was followed by tributes from Linda Beard and Don Campbell to former honourees now no
longer with us. Paul followed this with his presentation on the ‘Hunting for Headstones’ project and the lives of
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Gallimore, Bromley and Swann and our hope to raise the money to mark their graves. The session was
concluded by Jean Lockington and Johanna Purdon of the New Jersey Chapter who spoke movingly about the
late Dave Clarke.
The evening was taken up with a Chicago style buffet dinner during which we were entertained by the Bagpipes
and Drums of the Emerald Society Chicago Police Department, which was great – how I love a pipe band!!!
Before they left us they piped Dean Bagnall onto the rostrum to begin his now traditional auction of Belleek
pieces. This year the
proceeds would be going to
the Degenhardt scholarship
fund, seed money for the next
convention and our headstone
fund.
The Bagpipes and Drums of
the Emerald Society Chicago
Police Department

Moira Bailey displaying the
custom BCIS collectors cuff
links being auctioned on
behalf of the headstones
project with Dean Bagnall
throwing in his own Belleek
logo tie for the winner of the
first set.
The two Belleek logos I had
crocheted were bought by
Angela Moore and Gretchen
Campbell who, like Bev
Marvell, will make them into
cushion covers. I am really
looking forward to seeing the
finished articles.
By the end of the evening I
knew that we were well on
the way to realising our goal
and cannot thank all present
enough. Their generosity
helped this happen both with donations of articles
to sell and by bidding on the pieces.
Saturday began with Eddie Murphy’s interesting
talk about his teapot stands followed by Trevor
Rankin, of the NI Chapter, on the history of
Baskets illustrated from his collection (left).
Fergus Cleary talked about the convention plate
and announced that this year’s plate mould would
not be broken but retained in the museum as the
first of a collection of moulds every ten years.
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The induction of Briane Carter as this year’s honouree closed the morning’s proceedings.
After a buffet lunch the buses departed for a tour of downtown Chicago, which proved very entertaining thanks
to our guide, Susie, who probably got us into places we should not have gone because of the football game that
afternoon.
Our evening celebrations began with a Champagne reception and piano music from Dale Carson before the
Gala Dinner during which we were entertained by the excellent Weber Irish Dancing Group – great to see a
number of teenage lads performing as well. At the end of dinner the Larkin and Moran Brothers sang songs till
midnight with us joining in all those we knew.

Above: the Weber Irish Dancing Group and the Larkin and Moran Brothers
Sunday morning began with a meaningful Mass celebrated by Fr. Jason Malave and Patrick was privileged to
serve for him. Then Fergus gave me the Aran plate (below) he had talked about on Saturday, a prototype of the
production planned for
the new year. I asked if
we could auction it,
Fergus signed it and
Dean obliged raising
even more money for the
headstones project. Sadly
this concluded the
official part of the
Convention. However a
coach load of us then went off to the Irish American Heritage Centre
for a delicious lunch of corned beef, in fact my favourite meal. We
then viewed their fine Belleek collection, their Irish Crochet and lace
collection and their superb library and ballroom. All this on my special day and, more importantly, the best gift
of all, the generosity of the BCIS members to help us almost reach our target.
Our evening concluded with us meeting up with another couple who had helped our research, Nan Brennan and
her husband. Nan’s forebears came from County Down quite close to where my mother’s family lived. We had
never before had the opportunity to meet them, so it made a nice end to our trip. We flew out of O’Hare early
on Monday morning and arrived back in Heathrow at 10.45 pm – Where did that day go?
This trip has left us with many happy memories with, hopefully, more to come. Many thanks to all who have
contributed to the Headstones project and to the Windy City Chapter Girls for putting on such an outstanding
convention. Here’s to the next one, before which we hope to have a dedication ceremony of some sort at the
sites of the graves with their new markers at the Trenton cemeteries.
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‘Hunting Headstone
Headstones’
stones’ Report
(Gallimore, Bromley,
Bromley, Swann)
CHICAGO CONVENTION September 2011
By Paul and Pat Tubb
In response to a number of requests to have Paul Tubb’s talk at the Convention published in the UK Group
Newsletter, here it is, although without ALL of the slides used.
When the three Principals, Caldwell-Bloomfield, Armstrong and McBirney set up the pottery at Belleek in
1857 to exploit the local mineral wealth, particularly the Feldspar which occurred locally, for the benefit of
themselves and the local community which was still reeling from the effects of the famine years, they had need
to find and employ some workers familiar with the pottery industry who could pass on to a willing local
populace the trade secrets learnt in a major centre of the pottery industry.
It is not surprising that they sought these people in Stoke on Trent which had been for over a century the centre
of the British pottery industry and is still so today. In Stoke they would expect to find workers familiar with all
aspects of their proposed manufacture and fluid in their willingness to move from factory to factory in search of
work. These factories would spring up and then fold again in relatively short spans of time, say between one
and five years, so that there was always a ready supply of workmen available, with families to support, who
might be willing to try their luck on the western extremities of the UK and, perhaps, swap the smoke filled
atmosphere of the Potteries for the rural nature of west Fermanagh.
The year 1863 saw the earliest advertisements, that we have found so far, being placed in the Staffordshire
newspapers and there is an example from December 1863 shown in the UK Group Newsletter 30/1 of March
2009. It is quite specific in the trades required and, indeed, the level of workman sought for – those soon to
finish their apprenticeships and take up the life of a journeyman potter or kilnman etc. The tenor of this
advertisement leads us to think that an earlier trawl in Stoke on Trent had been successful and the manager was
seeking to recruit more of the same.
There is no written record from the pottery of the names of those so recruited, but there is an oral tradition
which names William Bromley and William Wood Gallimore as two of the leading men involved.
William Gallimore was a modeller and, at Belleek, he teamed up with Annie Langley Nairn, wife of Robert
Williams Armstrong, to design many of the earliest nautical pieces which became such a feature of the pottery’s
artistic output, and which almost certainly are represented in most of our collections.
If Gallimore came in 1863 he went back to Stoke on Trent to marry Elizabeth Fernyhough in the summer of
1866 and their first two daughters were also born there in 1867 and 1868. Their next two children, another
daughter and a son, were born at Belleek in 1870 and 1873 respectively. We think that it was during this second
spell in Belleek that he suffered the shooting accident which led to the loss of his right arm. William and
Elizabeth took their family back to Stoke in time for the next three boys to be born there in 1876, 1878 and
1880.
William Gallimore arrived in Trenton NJ with his father, his wife and five children in about 1884. The famous
bridge over the Delaware proclaiming Trenton’s Industrial heritage “Trenton Makes The World Takes” is
nearly as well know as Washington’s crossing the river here at Christmas 1775. Ceramic works were a major
contribution to Trenton’s industrial might.
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Gallimore worked at the Trent Tile Company, following on there from Isaac Broome as chief decorator, and
also accepted commissions from other factories to design items of decorative pottery. It is noted in the Pine’s
biography of William Goss that Gallimore taught himself to model as well with only one hand as he had done
earlier with two.
Below are examples of his work in America, showing part of a tile surround of a fireplace and the plaque of
Edwin Attlee Barber which was used as the frontispiece of Barber’s 1893 history of pottery and porcelain in
America. The UK Group Newsletter is publishing a couple of articles on Gallimore’s time in Trenton written by
Scott Anderson and Judi Wells of Yardley PA, just across the river from Trenton.

William Wood Gallimore died in Trenton on July 28th 1900
and was buried in the family plot at Riverview Cemetery in
Trenton where he joined his father and one of his sons,
Lawrence, who had died at the age of just 18 in 1899.
Let us return to Belleek now and one significant event of
1867 was the arrival of the railway in Belleek, for which
McBirney had been agitating for some time. It is significant
for our story because, from then onwards, a man and his family could leave Stoke in the evening, take the night
boat to Dublin or Belfast from Holyhead or Liverpool and, via Portadown or Clones in Co Monaghan, be in
Belleek the following afternoon or evening. We have evidence that not only Gallimore but also William
Henshall did indeed travel between Stoke on Trent and Belleek on a number of occasions – for example, they
are both in Stoke at the time of the 1881 UK census.
However, whilst others were coming and going in this fashion William Bromley and his family seem to have
come to Belleek in 1863 and stayed there for nearly twenty years. One of his daughters died there in 1869 and
another married locally in 1874. His youngest son also married in Ballyshannon in 1881, so we think it quite
likely that the family settled in the Belleek area and did not, like most of the others, return to Stoke.
Bromley’s contribution to the pottery is not as well documented as that of William Gallimore but we think that
his expertise lay in the practical arrangements within the pottery which made the production of fine Parian ware
possible. This is borne out by the fact that wherever he worked in Stoke, Belleek and, eventually, Trenton the
factories involved did indeed make extremely fine parian ware.
William Bromley was born in 1826 at Worcester, another of England’s centres of pottery excellence, and
probably did his apprenticeship at Chamberlain’s works as Flight and Barr were somewhat in decline during the
1840s and would not have been offering much in the way of apprenticeships. Why he came to Stoke on Trent is
not clear but he seems to have made the move to further his professional standing and was working at Goss and
Peake when they won the prestigious medal at the Great International Exhibition in 1862 for their display of
Parian and Figurines.
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Bromley and his family lived in Belleek until 1882 when he left for Trenton to be with his eldest son, also
William, who had been taken on by Ott and Brewer to help them make fine Parian china. The son had not been
successful, so far, but soon after the father arrived the techniques were mastered and the factory started to turn
out some very fine pieces indeed. Barber says in his 1893 book that “some of the ware produced was at least as
fine as that which the Irish factory was producing”.
Not content with that, William Bromley then went on to Willets where the same thing happened and that
factory began to turn out fine parian ware pieces. We are sure that the expertise which Bromley had was
absolutely vital for the successful production, on an industrial scale, of parian ware pieces. And he showed this
at Goss, Belleek, Ott & Brewer and, finally, at Willets.
William Bromley died in Trenton on 21st of February 1888 of ‘Potter’s Consumption’ which we now know as
TB. He was buried at the Greenwood Cemetery at Hamilton a suburb of Trenton these days. There he joined his
son, William, who had died in 1885 and would eventually be joined by his wife Annie Porter Hill Bromley in
1895.
We think it a pity that a street name is the only remaining vestige of the Ott and Brewer works in Trenton.
Willets did eventually become part of the Lenox group but there again there is little remaining in Trenton to
record the existence of this great factory in the city, simply one building, now a storage facility, and the plaque
outside commemorating its former use.
When Bromley and Gallimore arrived in Trenton they would have found a former colleague from Belleek
already well established as a decorator in the city. This was Ebenezer Williams Swann who had been trained
at Mintons in Stoke on Trent and worked with his father and brothers as pottery decorators variously recorded
as Swann’s, Swann & Sons and Swann’s Boys.
Ebenezer married in 1866 but his wife died just four years later and it looks as if he took himself off to Belleek
to get over that loss. However, whilst there, he met and married Elizabeth Guest at Belleek in October 1871.
Elizabeth was the daughter of another English potter working at Belleek.
During his brief time at Belleek, Swann painted the Bird Dejeuner Set which is now in the National Museum of
Ireland, an exquisitely beautiful set of decorations on a bone china base. The detail is remarkable, – what
appears to be a dot on the surface turns out to be a fly! Ebenezer Swann was one of the earliest decorators at
Belleek and the tradition he founded was carried on by Samuel Ellis, Eugene Sheerin, Gertrude Johnston and
her sister, the Allingham sisters and the Arnolds.
Ebenezer came to America following two of his brothers, Edward who became a famous decorator of glass at
Sandwich on Cape Cod and Frederick who was a partner in a number of decorating establishments in Trenton
with people like Tatler, Moses etc. Ebenezer did not die until 1923 and following a marriage to his third wife
after Elizabeth Guest had died in 1901. She and, later he, were buried in Riverview Cemetery quite close to the
Gallimore family plot.
Which brings us to the nub of this presentation to you – how should we, as collectors and champions of
Belleek, ensure that some lasting memorials are erected to these men who did so much for the beginnings
of our pottery?
When we visited their gravesites two years ago just before the New Jersey Convention, we were quite dismayed
to find no grave markers at all. May I say at this juncture that this is by no means unusual. We have found little
in the way of memorials to our men in Stoke on Trent either. We have to face the fact that these were ordinary
working men whose families would have been unable to bear the cost of erecting memorials that would stand
the passage of over one hundred years. Thankfully, the cemetery authorities have kept records of who is buried
where so that we can now mark these graves, should we wish to do so, in a fitting manner as our tribute in
appreciation of their work.
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We contacted the authorities at each of the cemeteries to seek assistance in how to go about this and, as we
reported in the BCIS Newsletter, their response was a little disheartening. At Riverview cemetery no annual
care charges had been paid on either grave since the 1920s and, before any work could be done, this would have
to be paid up, but could be subsumed into a single perpetual care charge of between 500 and 600 dollars for
each grave. We think that, if we are to go ahead, the perpetual care charge is the sensible way to go.
At Greenwood in Hamilton, where Bromley is buried, there are no residual charges involved and we had gone
so far as to contact a local Mason who had given us an estimate for a standing stone.
Last week [early in September] we returned to Trenton and met with the authorities at both cemeteries to talk in
more detail about our hopes for memorials to these great pioneers of our pottery.
This picture (left) shows us at Riverview Cemetery
with the mason, Mike Willey, at the site of the
Gallimore and Swann plots. Later in the day we met
again in his office and selected, with his advice, a
sloping fronted memorial and agreed the following
wording for each of the three graves.
His quotation for the work amounted to $5514, all
found, and we asked the Convention whether we
could raise the necessary funds to do the work. Pat
had already raised about $1100 [depending on
exchange rates] of the money needed by donations
from people interested in the project and by giving
lessons in crochet to local people back in Coventry
UK. At the convention she was also selling some of
her work and the response had been excellent. After
the pieces auctioned by Dean Bagnall, which included a green and a black copy of the Belleek Logo and
various pieces of Belleek donated by our Group and other Chapters it seems very likely that we are going to
raise the full amount in the near future and the work can go ahead.
We would like to thank all those who have contributed so generously
to the project and hope that, when the memorials are erected, you will
all be pleased with the outcome.

Right and Below: Proposed headstones text and design
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Belleek Brooches
By Margaret Montgomery
Belleek made a wide variety of brooch styles; as can be seen from the examples shown in this article. The price
of a brooch will depend on the condition and age. So what do you look for when buying?
Most of the older Belleek brooches are circular and are typically constructed in the following way:
1.
2.
3.
4.

First the potter makes a flat circular ring of clay to which the decoration will be applied.
If the center is to be open a trellis will be applied, or if not, a flat button of clay will fill the center space.
Next eight small rose leaves are applied.
Then if the design so requires eight small loops are placed at the intersection of the leaves to fill in the
space. There are very few examples that do not have these loops.
5. Next a circle of flowers is applied on top of the leaves.
6. Then further, depending on the style, the centre will either be frosted as in example 8, left plain for
monogramming as in example 7, or covered with more flowers like example 11. Examples 1 to 3 are
the only exceptions I have seen to date, their format being that of a small spray of flowers - these are
probably the earliest brooches.

Check the condition. If the design has small loops, are there eight in total? Next check the edges of the
flowers and leaves for chips. Condition fine, then look at the back, does it have the word BELLEEK engraved
or a printed trademark stamp? If not, then examine the general look of the brooch; does it have the look of
parian? If not, then it probably isn’t Belleek.
Next look at the type of flowers represented. In general Belleek brooches have the following flower
types:
•

Forget-me-nots

•

Flat Single Rose

•

Double Rose

Belleek examples

Belleek example

Belleek examples
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•

Daises

Belleek examples

Then look at the construction of the flowers. In the example below, which is not a Belleek brooch, note the
differences. The flowers are: open single rose, two types of daises, forget-me-nots, and another flower. Start
with the daisy at 3 o’clock, which has a large center button. Note the center has extra little protrusions around
the edge of the center button. Also the petals are different. The Belleek daisy example, the daisy with a button
center, has petals are convex where as these are concaved.
• Non-Belleek, early and unmarked close-up
Belleek example

Moving on to the forget-me-nots. The Belleek ones have stamens or bulbous centers with a hole the nonBelleek example just has a hole in the center. With the non-Belleek example each petal is separate, in the
Belleek examples all the petals are joined from mid way.
•

Non-Belleek example

Belleek examples

The daisy, at 12 o’clock on the non-Belleek brooch above, has a cluster of small Stamens, the Belleek one has a
ring of small stamens. The petals of the non-Belleek example has pointed ends, the Belleek example has wide
curved ones.
•

Non-Belleek example

Belleek example
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A few other points to note is the center of this non-Belleek brooch is open, and the size, which you can not tell
from the photographs, is larger than most Belleek brooches. Most Belleek brooches measure 4cm in diameter
where as this one is almost 7cm. And lastly it is not circular. So that confirms what we already knew that the
brooch is not Belleek, however yours may have passed the test.
But how can you tell how old it is?
We know that Belleek was producing brooches in 1886, as I have found an article published in the New York
Times, dated 29 July 1886 stating “At Belleek there is some variety in fancy tea sets, dessert services, figurines,
brooches set with
with minute flowers,
flowers sconces, and knickknacks”. Finding a marked early brooch is a challenge,
the attrition rate on these impractical and delicate pieces probably means that few black mark examples still
exist.
If a brooch is marked with the trademark stamp it is easy. However, how do we date those brooches that are
not marked with a trademark stamp?
No one seemed to know. So I searched on the internet and found a site with an article on dating older jewelry.
Once again we will examine the backs, there are two ends to a fastener – the clasp and the hinge. This is very
evident in examples 1 to 7 (see next pages) as each end is on a separate metal piece. According to the article
the “C clasp” is the earliest clasping device used along with the tube hinge. (see diagram, X)

X
Y

Fastener types
showing the
differences in
clasp and hinge

Z

Most Belleek brooches have a metal ‘pin back’ to support the fastener and this is usually engraved with
“BELLEEK” and “POTTERY” or “CHINA” to indicate it is Belleek.
If we look at the brooch examples with the engraved word “POTTERY” we see there are two varieties those
with either a brass or gold pin back and those with a silver pin back. The silver pin backs have extensions to
accommodate the clasp and the hinge (fastener) and they all have a trademark stamp to the parian back. We will
set the silver pin back brooches to one side (see next page) and only consider the ones with a brass or gold pin
back. Note, that they have a “C clasp” with either a tube hinge or a spring hinge. The spring hinge was
introduced later than the tube hinge, so those with a spring hinge are younger than those with the tube hinge.
Now look at the brooches with the engraved word “CHINA”. All of these brooches have a safety clasp with a
spring hinge. The safety clasp was introduced first in 1895 for a brief period of time then again in 1912 and
finally in 1920. As most of the brooches with the word “POTTERY” and no trademark stamp have the “C
clasp” and a few with a safety clasp, those with “POTTERY” are therefore older than those with the word
“CHINA” (see diagram, Y & Z).
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This is confirmed in example 19 (still in its presentation box). It has a brown Belleek trademark. This probably
is a gold mark (1980 to 1992) rather than a brown mark (2008 to present date). It has the words “BELLEEK
CHINA” engraved on the back
In 1987 a limited edition brooch was made for the Belleek Collectors Society. This brooch has the engraved
words "BELLEEK CHINA" on a silver pin back and a red trademark stamp - two banners with the words
"BELLEEK " "IRELAND" as seen in example 20. All the brooches in the series were also marked in silver
paint with ‘BCS’ and a number indicating its place in production.
Looking at the brooches with the words “POTTERY” on a silver pin back with a trademark stamp we can date
these as follows:
o Blue trademark - two banners with the words “BELLEEK” “IRELAND” 1993 to 1999
o Green trademark - one banner with the words “BELLEEK IRELAND” 2001 to 2006
So, it appears that Belleek stopped using “CHINA” and reverted back to using the word “POTTERY” in 1993.
Example 23 has a silver pin back with extensions and no trademark. This is because it would be very difficult to
stamp this brooch variation with a trademark as it has a cut out lattice back, it has been omitted which of course
does not help with dating the brooch, however we can say it was produced in or after 1993.
Also note that these more modern brooch examples with the silver pin back and “CHINA” are simpler in
construction, one or two of the stages that I listed earlier were left out. Rather than the potter first applying a
circle of clay and then the rose leaves, instead a clay piece is cut in a star shape with serrated edges.
Presumably this was a labour saving measure brought in by the Pottery to cut costs.

Belleek Brooch Examples
Examples,
xamples roughly in chronological order
Example 1 – front and back view. Rare, complex and varied flower format. Represents a bouquet of flowers
tied with twine. Printed First Period with original box. Parian pin back, brass simple ‘X’ type fastener.

Examples 2 and 3 – front and back views. These are similar to example 1, but have different flowers.
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Example 4 –front and back
view. Lattice center with a
variety of flowers (damages).
Twisted loops to back and
there are no leaves. The only
example seen with an
impressed BELLEEK, also
with a printed First Period
mark. Parian pin back, the
fastener looks like it is a
replacement (hence the glue!)

Example 5 –front
front and back
view. Lattice center with a
variety of 3 main flowers.
Printed First Period, probably
not its original box. Parian pin
back, brass simple ‘X’ type
fastener (pin missing).

Example 6 –front and back
view. Lattice center with a
variety of 4 main flowers.
Printed Belleek/Ireland mark
probably Second Period.
Parian pin back, brass simple
‘X’ type fastener.

Example 7 – front and back
view. (below) With a variety
of 4 main flowers, the only
one seen so far with gilding
or a monogram.
Belleek/Ireland mark
probably Second Period.
Parian pin back, brass simple
‘X’ type fastener.
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Example 8 – front and back view.
Frosted button center surrounded by
forget-me-nots.
“BELLEEK POTTERY” at the top of
a brass circular pin back, simple ‘X’
type fastener.
Probably late Second Period

Example 9 – front and back view.
Frosted button center surrounded by
forget-me-nots with original box.
“BELLEEK POTTERY” at the top
of a brass circular pin back, simple
‘X’ type fastener.

Example 10 – front and back view.
Frosted button center surrounded by
shamrocks.
“BELLEEK POTTERY” at the top of
a brass circular pin back, simple ‘X’
type fastener.
Note the metal backing has slipped
out of position.

Example 11 – front and back view.
Subtly coloured, 4 double roses and
forget-me-nots.
“BELLEEK POTTERY” at the top
of a brass circular pin back, simple
‘X’ type fastener.
Possibly late Second Period.
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Examples 12 – front and back view. Both with 4 double roses and forget-me-nots. One subtly coloured the
other plain. Both with “BELLEEK POTTERY” at the bottom of a brass circular pin back. Note the transition
in fastener type; Right has the older type X, Left has the newer type Y. Possibly early Third Period.

1931 Belleek Sales Catalogue colour pages. This is the first time brooches
appear in a Belleek sales catalogue and coloured examples are
certainly in vogue by now.

Example 13 – front and
back view.
4 single roses and forget-menots. It seems more common
to see this brooch type with
double roses.
“BELLEEK CHINA’ on
‘gold’ tone oval pin back.
Dating more difficult:
probably Third to Fifth
Period. (this pin back was
used for some time)

Example 14 – front and
back view.
4 buttercups and forgetme-nots.
“BELLEEK CHINA’ on
‘gold’ tone oval pin back.
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Examples 15 and 16 – front and back views.
Both coloured with 4 roses and forget-me-nots. Left: ‘BELLEEK CHINA’ on ‘gold’ tone oval pin back with
double roses, constructed with separate back leaves. Right: reverted to ‘BELLEEK POTTERY’, but on either
side of a silver tone circular pin back and modern green mark (2001-2006). Single roses and cutout back (this
example is more modern than the following examples 17 to 22).

Example 17 – front and back view.
With forget-me-nots.
“BELLEEK CHINA” on either side of a
‘gold’ tone circular pin back.
Fifth Period onwards.

Example 18 – front and back view.
With coloured central rose, buds to each
side and leaves.
‘BELLEEK CHINA” on either side of a
‘gold’ tone circular pin back

Example 19 – front view.
For example 19 there was no picture of the back view available, listed as
marked with modern brown “BELLEEK” “IRELAND” ribbon
trademark (1980 to 1992) and “BELLEEK CHINA” on a silver tone
circular pin back.
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Example 20 – front and back view.
view
Covered all over by stylized and
flattened forget-me-nots with central
shamrock in pearl.
“BELLEEK CHINA” on either side
of a silver tone circular pin back and
red BCS collectors mark (1987 to
1993 when it became the BCIS).

Example 21 – front and back view.
Similar to example 19. A very simple
arrangement with central rose
surrounded by a few tiny flowers in
pearl.
“BELLEEK POTTERY” on either
side of a silver tone circular pin back
and modern blue mark (1997-1999).

Example 22 – front and back view.
Single central single rose surrounded
by smaller flowers in pearl.
“BELLEEK POTTERY” on either
side of a silver tone circular pin back
and modern blue mark (1997-1999).

Example 23 – front and back view.
Four different flowers separated by
forget-me-nots on a re-introduced
lattice back which has been cutout of
a ‘sheet’.
“BELLEEK POTTERY” on either
side of a silver tone circular pin
back. 1993 onwards.
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Examples of other brooches sold as
unmarked
unmarked Belleek
It was probably fairly easy for an ex-Belleek
worker to have his own cottage industry
making these brooches as you don’t need a
big setup or large kiln. Certainly in recent
times local competitors made them including:
Melvincraft, Hillgrove House, Erin Pottery,
Clyhore [Ed: See Olga Clarke's article on
page 68] (I am not sure about Celtic Weave
& Donegal China). In Victorian times Goss
made quite a range of brooches and clips
(plain and coloured) and there are plenty of
well crafted bone china Staffordshire
examples from 1920 to 60s still around.

Example A – front and back view. (top row)
row)
Possibly the oldest in this section of
unmarked Belleek, due to the variety of
flowers, pin back and construction. Hinge is
unlike the verifiable Belleek examples
shown.

Example B – front and back view. (2nd row)
Oldish as it has a similar pin back and
construction to example A above. But are
these very delicate forget-me-nots Belleek?

Example C – front and back view. (3rd row)
Again similar to example A above, but with 4
double roses.

Example D – front and back view. (4th row)
Pin back similar to Belleek examples 13 to
15.

Example E – front and back view. (5th row)
Pin back similar to example D, but it has a
simple cutout back, so is probably more
modern.

All the examples could be Belleek. The
flowers in the all the examples except for B
are Belleek like. In example B the flowers
are not like Belleek, however they closely
resemble the small flowers in example 9 and
do have loops of which two are missing.
Example E looks like a coloured version of
example 17.
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Examples of other brooches from other manufacturers
Example F – front and back view. A Goss example which probably would not be mistaken for Belleek. Also a
picture of known Goss brooches with the caption ‘Brooches and decorative clips in glazed biscuit. Flowers
white or picked out in bright colourings’ [a].

Example G – front view. This bouquet type brooch looks very much like the brooch at the bottom of the
picture right [b], some of these were possibly made by Mrs. M. Brougham c1850. It is also similar to one in the
Goss picture above and it is interesting to note that Belleek’s earliest brooches were also of this bouquet form
(see examples
1 to 3).
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Summary – Brooch Time line
As in all research the more information you gain the more questions you still have to answer. The research
compiled to date is by no means complete. However from the information gathered so far we can place the
brooches in an approximate time line.
1. Doughnut’ shape PARIAN pin back with simple Brass ‘X’ type fastener. Printed BLACK PERIOD
mark. (First and very early Second Period)
Introduction of the BRASS pin back with parian circular pad and rose leaf back (replacing ‘doughnut’
shape pin back) (Second to fourth or fifth period?)
2. ROUND BRASS pin back with simple ‘X’ type fastener. ‘BELLEEK POTTERY’ at the TOP.
Coloured flowers appear. (Second Period)
3. ROUND BRASS pin back with simple ‘X’ type fastener. ‘BELLEEK POTTERY’ at the BOTTOM.
(Second Period)
4. ROUND BRASS pin back with simple ‘Y’ type fastener. ‘BELLEEK POTTERY at the BOTTOM.
(Late Second and Third period)
5. OVAL BRASS pin back with ‘Y’ type fastener. ‘BELLEEK CHINA’ at the TOP.
(Third, fourth, fifth period?)
Introduction of the pin back with ‘extensions’ and simple ‘cutout’ parian back (replacing pad and rose leaf
back) fourth or more likely fifth period onwards
6. Small ROUND GOLD pin back with ‘Y’ fastener extensions. ‘BELLEEK’ at the TOP ‘CHINA’ at the
BOTTOM. (fourth, fifth or sixth period?)
7. Small ROUND SILVER pin back with ‘Y’ fastener extensions. ‘ BELLEEK at the TOP ‘CHINA’ at
the BOTTOM. Gold/Brown Banner printed stamp mark. (Seventh period 1980 to 1992.
8. Small ROUND SILVER pin back with ‘Y’ fastener extensions. ‘BELLEEK’ at the TOP ‘POTTERY’ at
the BOTTOM. Blue Banner printed stamp mark. (Eighth period 1993 to 1999).
9. Small ROUND SILVER pin back with ‘Y’ fastener extensions. ‘BELLEEK’ at the TOP ‘POTTERY’ at
the BOTTOM. Green Banner printed stamp mark. (Tenth period 2001 to 2006).
CONDITION CHECKS
• Any chips to the back 8 rose leaves?
• Are there 8 loops?
• Nibbles to front flowers/stamens and leaves?
Images courtesy of:
Belhorn Auctions, Del Domke, Bev & Chris Marvell, Terry McFadden, Margaret & David Montgomery,
Maureen Munton, Eddie & Linda Murphy.
Information courtesy of:
Jason Fowler Website on Marks
1931 Belleek Sales Catalogue
Rees & Cawley - A Pictorial Encyclopaedia of Goss China [a]
Charles & Dorrie Shinn - Victorian Parian China [b]
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Belleek Black Mark Tea Ware - Part 16
Sugars and Creams
By Tony Fox
‘Sugars and Creams’ is a separate section in the 1904 catalogue and some subsequent sales catalogues covering
Belleek black mark tea ware and features both sugars and creams in established tea ware patterns and others not
associated with tea ware. The items in the tea ware patterns are often of a different size and shape to the
established tea ware items. It is therefore important that they are considered on a separate basis to the
standard/established tea ware sugars and creams in order to avoid any confusion with those that compose
dejeuner or tea sets.
The numbers given # below are those from the 1904 catalogue and are in fact the same numbering system as
adopted by Degenhardt. Often sugars or creams are appended with the term ‘toy’, possibly to indicate that they
are small.

1904 Catalogue:
Catalogue: Tea
Tea Ware Patterns under ‘Sugars and Creams’

1) Boat separate sugar #247 and cream
#246, small size. This is the Tridacna
pattern, however the shape and
consequently the sizes are entirely
different to the standard/established
tea ware items. Both first and second
period pieces are known. This was
discussed in newsletter 28/2
Above left: detail of the Tridacna design registration document 27th January 1871
2) Fan pair #248 sugar and cream.
The size is not stated. They
appear to be much smaller than
the standard/established tea ware
items (in fact they are tiny!) also
the top section of the cream’s
rim does not taper inwards and
the sugar is not covered. There is
a need for further research studies regarding the marks.
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3) Irish Pot pair sugar and cream, two sizes: size 2 #232,
size 1 #233. It has only recently been established (see
newsletter 32/2) that Irish Pot is a bona-fide tea ware
pattern in its own right. Therefore much more research
needs to be carried out in respect of this pattern, to find
a teacup would be a big step forward in determining the
size of the tea ware sugar and cream.

4) Ivy sugar and cream, three
sizes: separate large sugar #237
and cream #238, separate
middle sugar #239 and cream
#240 and small pair #241. The
shape and size are vastly
different from the
standard/established Ivy tea
ware items. The sugar is not
covered and the cream is more
like a small jug. Both first and
second pieces are known and
were obviously produced well
in advance of the introduction
of the Ivy tea ware pattern in
the late second period.

5) Lily pair #235 sugar and cream. The size is not stated. This is the Lily (High Lily) pattern, again the shape
and size are different to the standard/established Lily tea ware items. The sugar is a low bowl form and the
cream is significantly different in shape being smaller and again of jug form. Seen with a green or pink
handle. Further research is required in respect of the marks.
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6) Scroll pair #242 sugar and cream.
No size is stated, but we have seen
examples of slightly different
heights (see image of 2 with pink
handles). The shape and size are
very different to established tea
ware items also the design motif
has small frond like
embellishments in relief on top of
the swirling fluting. The sugar is
again a low bowl form and is not
waisted on the top quarter section
like the standard/established item.
The cream is of the small jug form
having a very ornate and
distinctive handle which bears no
resemblance to the twisted rope
handle on the standard/established tea ware items. An example with the top part of the handle upside down
has been seen (see image with the plain handle), we are not sure whether this was deliberate or a mistake!
Second period pieces are known. Further research needs to be undertaken in respect of the marks.
7) Shamrock pair #234 sugar and cream.
The size is not stated. Again the size
and shape are quite different to the
established Shamrock tea ware items.
The sugar is a tapered low bowl form
and the cream is a bulbous small jug
with a pronounced tapered base/plinth.
First, second and third period pieces
are known.
Note: Earlier examples have a ‘knob’
at the top of the handle.

8) Shell separate bowl #252 and cream
#253, small size cream only. The size
of the bowl is not stated. This is a
somewhat strange combination since
the cream appears to be the
standard/established footed cream and
the bowl is nothing like the
standard/established sugar, it in fact resembles a slop bowl (see the discussion on
the Shell pattern in newsletter 28/1). However, this poses a question since the standard/established Shell tea
ware pattern does not include a slop bowl!! Both first and second period pieces are known.
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1904 Catalogue:
Catalogue: non Tea Ware Patterns listed under ‘Sugars and Creams’
9) Cleary pair #249 sugar and cream. No size stated. The motif has a Celtic look. Named of course after one
of the Clearys who worked at the Pottery, who and for what reason needs more investigation.

10) Dairy pair #251 sugar and
cream. No size stated.
These are often hand-painted
with flowers or have transferred
crests or advertising logos. The
sugars seem more difficult to
find than the creams

11) Lotus (below and right) separate
sugar #245 and cream #244. No
size stated. Commonly seen with
a coloured handle: cob, green,
pink or orange.

12) Rathmore (left) cream #236 only. No size stated. This cream has a scaly
effect, not to be confused the Scale cream!
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13) Ribbon pair #243 sugar
and cream. No size
stated. Ribbons seen in:
cob, green, pink or
orange and a Deco blue
with platinum finish.

14) Swan cream only. Two sizes, large #254 and small #255. We
suspect these date to the early days of production as some first
period examples also have the impressed potter/square wave
mark.

15) Toy Shell pair #250 sugar and cream,
separate small cream #309. Again,
commonly seen with a coloured handle:
cob, green, pink or orange.
Note: Earlier
examples have
a ‘knob’ at the
top of the
handle and the
sugar has a
wavy rim.
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1904 Catalogue: Other Tea Ware Patterns listed under ‘Miscellaneous’
16) Mask cream #308 one size. The shape and size are entirely different to the
standard/established Mask tea ware cream and are in the form of a small jug. Both
first and second period pieces are known, obviously they were produced well before
the introduction of the Mask tea ware pattern in the third period. Seen with a green or
pink handle.

1904 Catalogue:
Catalogue: Other Non Tea Ware Patterns listed under ‘Miscellaneous’
17) Individual sugar #227
only. No size stated. The
Old photograph album
[d] says this was
available in pearl or pink
This is the only sugar
without a matching
cream.

18) Lifford cream #359 only. No size stated. This is a
strange double spouted cream, why the double spout
was useful we do not know! We assume that it is
named after the small town in County Donegal.

19) Scale cream #306 only. No size stated. This has a fish
scale motif. The example illustrated seems to have its
handle the other way round to that shown in the
catalogue.
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20) Double Shell (Toy) #288 cream only. No size stated.
A rather ugly shell motif. The handle of the one
shown in the catalogue is of ‘crab stock’ form but
seems to have changed sometime in the second period
to the more elegant one as shown on the example
illustrated. It is very difficult to find a second period
example and one from the first period has yet to be
found.

21) Undine cream #305 only. No size
stated. A completely different form
for a cream as it is a girl holding her
arms up to form a spout. Undine was
a fabled water nymph.
22) Nautilus (below) cream #279 only.
No size stated. This is a very delicate
cream which surely was not intended
for use! The Old photograph album
[d] says this was available in pearl or
pink.

23) Shell (right and below right) cream #601 and
sugar #602. Large size only, and indeed these
are much bigger than the other creams and
sugars. It is difficult to believe that these
would have been practical as they are so big.
Examples have been seen with pink, orange
and blue coral, also with gilt detailing.

24) Earthenware (below) cream #860. No size is
stated, but three sizes are illustrated.
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Other Non Tea Ware Patterns between 1872 and 1904
As illustrated
in the Old
Photograph
Album
[d, page 81]

This shows 6
creams not
illustrated in the
1904 catalogue:
25) Ampanida cream only. No size stated.
It also was available with a lid (i.e.
covered), in which case it was used for
custard.
The Old photograph album [d] says
this was available in pearl or pink, but
we have also seen this in green.

26) Bearded Mask (left) cream only. It seems to have been
supplied in three sizes. The example shown is first period.
27) Fluted (right) cream only. Similar to Ribbed Toy cream.
28) Harp (below right) cream only. This seems to have a trefoil
rim like the Harp jug.

29) Typha (left) cream only. No size
stated, but the photograph gives this
name to two of the creams of different
sizes and shape that both have the
common motif of reeds (Typha means
marsh reed). The taller version is
shown in Marion Langham’s book [e,
page 90], this might in fact be a ‘jug’?
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30) Ribbed Toy cream only. This
example looks as though it is
stoneware and is probably
early. It was also made in
parian in the second period.
Note: The kinks on the handle
were removed at some stage.

Other Non Documented First Period Patterns (1863(1863-1891)
31) Non Documented A cream only. Clearly the shell has been taken from
the Flying Fish spill and coral from Echinus tea ware, a combination that
works well. Both first and second period examples have been seen.

Other Non Documented Second Period Patterns (1891(1891-1926)
32) Non Documented B cream only. A most
unusual cream with a handle similar to the
Sydney tea ware. This example is second
period.

33) Non Documented C cream only. This is a tiny
cream which has also been seen with a pink
handle. Both examples were second period.

Other Non Documented Second Period Patterns post 1904 catalogue (1904 to 1923)
34) Belleek cream and sugar. Only illustrated in the
photograph appended to the back of the 1904
catalogue from the Edward Cleary collection [b]
(as discussed in the last newsletter 32/2).
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1923 Catalogue
Available sugars and creams are identical to those in the 1904 catalogue, except…
Discontinued item:
• Earthenware cream, 1904 catalogue 24 above

1924 Catalogue
Available sugars and creams are identical to those in the 1923 catalogue, except…
Discontinued items:
• Individual sugar, 1904 catalogue 17 above
• Nautilus cream, 1904 catalogue 22 above

1928 Catalogue
Unlike the 1904,
1923 and 1924
catalogues there is
no separate section
in the 1928
catalogue for sugars
and creams and all
previous pairs are
now sold
separately. They are
listed together on
two untitled pages,
the first of which
(right) has assorted
wares with Irish
pots, mugs and
butter tubs.

The second untitled
page with sugars
and creams (right)
also has all sorts of
miscellaneous
items.
Available sugars
and creams are
identical to those in
the 1924 catalogue,
except…
Discontinued items:
•
•
•
•

Fan sugar and cream, 1904 catalogue 2 above
Scroll sugar and cream, 1904 catalogue 6 above
Shell cream, 1904 catalogue 8 above
Ampanida cream, 25 above
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1928 Catalogue: New Introduced Tea Ware Patterns
35) Low Lily pair sugar and cream. The size is not stated. The
shape of both items appears to be identical to the
standard/established tea ware items. The size cannot, at this
juncture, be easily determined. Further research is
necessary in an effort to locate a smaller size of sugar and
cream to the standard/established tea ware items which
may or may not be the case.
36) Celtic Pot (below right) cream. The size is not stated. The 1928 catalogue contains a completely new
section entitled ‘Celtic Vases & Gifts Ornaments, Hand-Painted’, there are three new types of sugars and
creams, this is the first of these three.

The Celtic Pot pattern was covered extensively in
newsletter 30/3 whereby two sizes of sugar and cream are
known. The smaller pair has been attributed to the
standard/established tea ware and larger to sugars and
creams.
37) Toy (above right) sugar and cream. No size stated. Shown
under the new section entitled ‘Celtic Vases & Gifts
Ornaments, Hand-Painted’, these are obviously based on the
Ring Handle Ivory pattern.
•

Mask cream, is now available in three sizes.

1928 Catalogue: New Introduced Other Patterns
38) Celtic Toy (right) separate sugar and cream. No size stated.
Shown under the new section entitled ‘Celtic Vases & Gifts
Ornaments, Hand-Painted’. These look remarkably like
Cleary. No example has been seen (or recognised as such).
39) Irish Pot Shamrock (right) separate sugar and cream. Two
sizes, 1 and 2. This is a combination of the Irish Pot and
Shamrock patterns.
• Toy Shell, small size now
has a matching sugar.
Looking at the illustration in
the catalogue this seems to
have a different design to its
larger version.
•

Double Shell (Toy) (left) now has a matching sugar.

•

Individual sugar has been re-introduced!
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1931 and 1937 Catalogues
Available sugars and creams are listed under the general heading of ‘Assorted Ware’ and are identical to those
in the 1928 catalogue, except…
Discontinued items:
• Shell bowl, 1904 catalogue 8 above
• Dairy sugar and cream, 1904 catalogue 10 above
• Rathmore cream, 1904 catalogue 12 above
• Toy Shell sugar and cream, small size only, 1904 catalogue 15 above
• Low Lily sugar and cream, 1928 catalogue 35 above
There were no new introduced items.

1934 Sales Brovhure
Jason Fowler has found what he believes to be a
custom 1934 sales brochure of Belleek for Wm.
S. Pitcairn Corporation, New York [c]. This
contains a whole page on ‘Sugars and Creams’.

All prices plus 10%

Most Belleek collections include examples of sugars and
creams. However it would appear to be a somewhat
formidable challenge to try and collect the full range of
items covered in this article which were produced during
the Black Mark periods.
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Other Manufacturers ‘Look‘Look-a-Likes’

Minton, an earlier version of the ‘Lotus’ cream

Copeland bluebell cream

Left: Bundoran
China

Right: ‘Spanish
Grape’! copy of the
Undine cream

Left: Ott & Brewer ‘Ivy’ shape & handle

Left: Brownfields

Right: Kerr & Binns Worcester (1852-62)
similar to Ribbed Toy cream
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References
a. Various old Belleek price scales & sales catalogues (1870, 1875, 1904, 1923, 1924, 1928, 1931, 1937)
b. Belleek 1904 sales catalogue in the possession of Fergus Cleary. Annotated and with added Pottery
photographs. Part of the Edward Cleary Collection of documents donated to the Belleek Archive by Mrs
Sylvia Rippon.
c. Circa 1934 sales brochure of Belleek for Wm. S. Pitcairn Corporation, 104 5th Ave, New York. In the
possession of Jason Fowler.
d. Fergus Cleary – The Belleek Pottery Old Photograph Album
e. Marion Langham – Belleek Irish Porcelain
f. Tony Fox - UK Belleek Collectors’ Group Newsletter Issues 28/1, 28/2, 30/3, 32/2

Questions raised from the last article Part 15
•
•

Have you got any of the tea ware items seen on the recently discovered old photograph
Pattern 37 – Do you know of/have an example?

Questions raised from this article Part 16
•

Does anyone have creams or sugars which we only know from their pictures in a catalogue or the old
photo album but have not seen an example of?

•

Does anyone have a cream or sugar which is not documented here at all?

I have now come to the end of this series of Belleek Black Mark Tea Ware articles!
...It
...It has taken 16 issues to complete and I hope you have found it to be informative...
informative...
•

..but I still have my pen poised! In the next newsletter I hope to discuss more general aspects of Belleek
Black Mark tea ware starting with dejeuner trays. We are particularly interested in their marks and
would appreciate it if you could send us your pictures.

This article describes what we know TO DATE, please if you have further information get in touch with
Tony at research@belleek.org.uk, he would be very grateful to receive it.

WE NEED YOUR COMMENTS & HELP – ANY FEEDBACK WOULD BE GREAT!
…And a very big thank you to all of you whose pictures I have included.

– Tony

(produced in collaboration with Bev Marvell)

Information and photos
photos in this article courtesy
courtesy of:of:Diana Awdry, Syd & Carolyn Darlington, Pauline & Kay Corcoran, Jason Fowler, Bev & Chris
Marvell, Michele May (Belhorn Auctions), Terry McFadden, Pat, Paul & Patrick Tubb, Maureen
& Robin Wootton, eBay
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The Forgotten History of
Johnny Flynn’s Cloghore Pottery
By Olga Clarke
Johnny Flynn, a Master craftsman, who followed his dreams and beliefs, that a small hand-crafted industry,
mainly hand woven ceramic baskets, brooches, cake plates, and small pendants of fine quality were important
to keep that skilled tradition alive, in an area, where for decades young men knew no other way only to use
their skills through their hands.

Above: Johnny with some of his baskets,
plates and brooches made in Cloghore.
Johnny worked at Belleek Pottery from the early age of 16,
from 1901-1932. Then a general manager was employed
there, by the name of Upton, by the director’s at Belleek
Pottery. Upton’s skills lay in earthenware and were not in
handcrafted baskets or Parian Ware. There was a
disagreement between him and Johnny and in early 1932
Johnny Flynn left Belleek Pottery with a bold idea in his
head to start the production of this fine art at his home in
Cloghore, which was nestled in a small community close to
the banks of the river Erne as it flows towards the sea at
Ballyshannon, Co. Donegal.
Right: Map (dated 1900) showing Cloghore's location
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Johnny’s first task was to build a beehive brick kiln with bricks he sought at Coalisland Brick Works, specially
made to take high temperatures when kiln was firing. He then modified a cylinder out of the engine of a 6-ton
lorry to use as a box to extrude the fine strands of clay and the treaded auger or screw to enable the handle to
turn. This was made in Browne’s Foundry in Derry.
Left: The Cloghore Pottery – now a ruin
Johnny started his small industry in
production later that year and his baskets and
products were sold in giftware shops such as
Robert Rennison’s shop, Main St. Bundoran
also in Lady Anita Broderick’s large store in
Cork City. This lady saw his potential, and
with her contacts, tried to gain a grant from
the Government of the time but was
unsuccessful, as Belleek based directors in
Dublin, had a greater influence at that level.
Johnny battled on with his production, with
part time help from Michael Dolan and
Michael O’Rourke, both skilled kiln workers
at Belleek Pottery.

In 1935 life took another twist when Upton was
transferred from Belleek to take charge of the Arklow
Pottery, he was replaced by Harry Arnold. When Arnold
heard the story about Johnny Flynn he called to see him
at his Clyhore Pottery. He was so impressed with his
skills and determination that he requested him to return to
Belleek as head of the Basket flowering department. In
1935 he discontinued his own production and returned to
Belleek.

Right: Small Cloghore ‘birds nest’ type basket and
below with pad mark ‘CLYHORE’ 'Co. DONEGAL'
Below: Cloghore flat basket
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One very special moment in Johnny’s life was when he made a presentation of his Clyhore basket to the Irish
Premier Eamon De Valera during an Election tour in the North West of Ireland. One of his surviving baskets is
on display in the Michael Collin’s Museum in Dublin. Some 6 other known pieces remain in private
collections.

Left and Above: Cloghore brooches

Left: Four strand basket made by Johnny Flynn,
marked "Clyhore Co. Donegal" - picture courtesy
of Neville Maguire.

Right: Olga gave a presentation of this information at
the recent Chicago Convention. This is Olga with her
small Johnny Flynn Cloghore basket after the talk.
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Annie Moore - Immigrant Number One?
This article is by Megan Smolenyak. It was originally posted on the "Huffington Post" and this version comes
from "Liberty Highlights". It was reproduced in "Parian Chatter" the Newsletter of the BCIS Sunshine Chapter
(Vol. 11, No. 3, August 2010) and passed to us by Charles Easthope. We reproduce it again here with a few
additions as it is probably a subject of interest to many of our readers.

It was 85 years ago that Annie Moore, the first
immigrant through Ellis Island, died. I can state this
with certainty because history was corrected three years
ago. Until then, a native-born American had been
passing for Annie. How did this happen? We were
careless with our history.
Annie Moore arrived from Ireland on January 1, 1892,
and as the first to alight at the newly opened
immigration station, she was greeted with much fanfare
and made headlines in all the newspapers of the day.
Then we promptly forgot her — that is, until the
restoration of this national landmark got under way
almost a century after her arrival. A symbol of both
American immigration and the Irish diaspora, she
resurfaced in statue form at Ellis Island and the Cobh
Heritage Centre in Cork.
Her proud descendants naturally claimed her, so her
post-Ellis story and photo found its way into books,
museums and documentaries. Annie had finally
recovered her little piece of history.
There was just one problem with this happy ending: we
had the wrong Annie.
Family lore tends to be accepted at face value and the
family in question had fallen prey to an elderly relative's
wishful thinking. Due to her stories, they thought they
were related to Ellis Island Annie, but they were actually descended from another woman of the same name
who was born in Illinois. What's strange about this is that no one bothered to check, so the wrong Annie's story
was allowed to seep into the cracks of history.
Fast forward to 2002. I discovered the discrepancy while working on a PBS documentary about immigration
and informed the parties I assumed would be interested. Four years passed and the wrong Annie's tale
continued to circulate. Visiting the American National Tree exhibit at the National Constitution Center in
Philadelphia in 2006, I spotted a photo of the impostor and decided that something had to be done. True, she
had only accidentally usurped Annie's place, but still, the real Annie deserved to have her story known.
Recognizing that I was dealing with a needle in a haystack situation, I enlisted the help of my fellow
genealogists by offering $1,000 for the first proof of the real Annie. Just six weeks later, my husband and I
found ourselves standing at the site of her unmarked grave. After tracking down her descendants, I organized a
family reunion in New York, and thanks to Sam Roberts, Annie's true story was shared with the world on the
front page of the New York Times.
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So now we have Annie's story right. Well, mostly.
The real Annie
Annie Moore with her
brothers Philip and Anthony arriving
at Ellis Island.

(picture from http://www.honoringourancestors.com/anniehttp://www.honoringourancestors.com/annie-mooremoore-resources.html)
resources.html)
The newspapers that covered her arrival all remarked on the coincidence of it being her 15th birthday, and even
today, this "fact" is widely reported. But thanks to the efforts of Tim McCoy's 11-year-old students from Scoil
Oilibheir in Cork, we now know that Annie was born in May and was really 17 years old. While making a film
about her, they found her birth and baptismal records. In all likelihood, some officials involved in the 1892
opening of Ellis Island realized the potential P.R. value of the first arrival being a charming birthday girl, and it
took 21st century Irish school children to correct their fiction!
The fact that these young sleuths
found this out gives me hope. Annie's
age on arrival may seem a minor point,
but as a professional genealogist, I'm
constantly reminded how much of our
history is either left to be discovered or
simply wrong. But I find it heartening
that it's so much harder to hide even
long-buried truths in this digital,
connected and genetic age, and look
forward to many future corrections.
And for the record, Annie Moore died
on December 6, 1924 at the age of 50.
R.I.P, Annie.
Megan Smolenyak’s website:
http://honoringourancestors.com/

The Belleek "Annie Moore" (First sight of
Miss Liberty) plate, production limited to
the year 1986. (Photo courtesy of Bellman
Auctions)
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Don Clinton's
Clinton's
Belleek
Eighteen years ago, in June 1993,
Don Clinton, one of our US
members, the BCIS Belleek
Honouree in 1990 and a true
enthusiast for Belleek, began a series
of articles which were then
published in the "Irish Tribune".
Don wrote the articles and Betty, his
wife, took the photographs.
We are reproducing these articles in
the Newsletter: here is the article
Don wrote for the March 1994 issue
of the Irish Tribune: an introduction
to Belleek basketware.
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Auction Report
- some exceptional items of Belleek
… Flower & Sea Shell Footed Vase
… This vase is remarkable …several flakes of the very small flowers
and one of the large flowers has a few petals broken off…

Sold for: US$1425
EBay seller: hsif
Period: Not marked
Belleek large Birds Nest
Centerpiece
… two birds in seperate nests … approx 13” …this example has the more intricate
flowerwork beneath the top bird …condition excellent

Sold for: £395
£ 395
EBay
EBay seller: ardlongfield
Period: Second Black
Superb Belleek 2nd Period
encrusted Jardiniere (a/f)
…floral encrusted panels...with fleur de lys
& surmounted with a pair of birds … four
scrolling acanthus capped feet…
approximate height 11 1/4 “.
[Many damages and repairs]

Sold for: £162
EBay
EBay seller: happy_valley_collectables
Period: Second Black
… BELLEEK porcelain basket
9 tall by 7" wide. Wonderful fully 3 dimensional
lotus lily on the front each side. There is an issue
with the handle… suspect it WAS broken…

Sold for: US$501.09
US$501.09
EBay
EBay seller: impeeryus
Period: First Black
Belleek China Vase 1926 1946 Black
Mark Pretty Flowers
… 6" high…. green and blue flowers that wrap
around the top and base of the vase… great
condition…

Sold for: £230
EBay
EBay seller: jenos20
Period: Third
Third Black
.. FLOWERED Trinket Box and Cover …
…condtion excellent apart from the odd typical slight flower nick.. first period
mark and underneath has the word Ireland.

Sold for: £135
EBay
EBay seller: ardlongfield,
ardlongfield, Period: Second Black
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Large Vintage Beleek Charger Serving Plater Black Label.
RARE as Rhino Wings! [right]
…16 9/16 by 14 1/8 by 1 1/16 inches.. cream color with a violet tone
edge. The condition is very good

Sold for: US$995 [buy
it now]
[
EBay
EBay seller:
seller: smithmiller1995
Period: Second Black
Belleek Large Tray [left]
…Good condition …15”…

Sold for: AU$510 [maybe
more on private deal as the
listing was ended early]
EBay
EBay seller:
seller:
maydaysosmayday
Period: First Black
…Echinus Teapot
approximately 6½" in height.
And approx. 10 ½” across…
Condition excellent…

Sold for: US$879.50
EBay
EBay seller:
seller: glassglass-lover
Period: First Black
Belleek Teaset on Tray
… very good condition..
Creamer is missing….

Sold for: US$910
EBay
EBay seller:
seller: oscar1001
Period: Second Black
…GRASS pattern swan neck teapot
…3¾ inches high… with pink and gilt highlights on an ivory lustre
ground… excellent condition however, tip of the spout has been
professionally restored…

Sold for: £90.88,
£90.88, EBay
EBay seller:
seller: 23983566,
23983566, Period: First Black
BELEEK PINK/CREAM TEA SET !
…CORAL LIKE TEA SET. MILK JUG HAS A TINY TINY CHIP…

Sold for: £350, EBay
EBay seller:
seller: jupete50, Period: Second Black

Ring Handle Ivory Ware Tea Set
…excellent condition.. also includes 3
tea & saucers, 3 5 3/4" service plates.
2 additional saucers & 4 additional
service plates

Sold for: US$3273
EBay
EBay seller:
seller: thegoodstuff
Period: Second Black
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Large Shell Coral Center Bowl RARE
..decorated with pink shells and green-blue coral…12
inches by 10 ¼.. missing, chipped portions of the coral
points ..nearly a 5”..hairline

Sold for: US$102.50
EBay
EBay seller:
seller: thompsonltd
Period: First Black

Antique Belleek Small Footed Jar English Registry Mark
…excellent condition..

Sold for: US$293,
US$293, EBay
EBay seller:
seller: kmeakids,
kmeakids, Period: First Black
PINK CORAL
BLACK MARK
OPEN SALT
SPOON
…very good condition

Sold for: US$139
EBay
EBay seller:
seller: raiz
Period: Second Black
Shell Flower Holder
Light Cob Lustre .. 8 7/8"
long Excellent condition
with a factory firing line
between two shells.

Sold for: US$130
EBay
EBay seller:
seller: gbel1975
Period: First Black
NEPTUNE SCENT BOTTLE
… green tint…6”…GOOD
CONDITION…

Sold for: £262.89
EBay
EBay seller:
seller: sushe50
Period: Second Black
Rowing Boat on Seaweed
…two small chips on the base

Sold for: £75
EBay
EBay seller:
seller: warthogm62
Period: First Black
… CELTIC BOWL
…3 ¼”… mottled lavender luster or metallic on the outside & a dark
yellow luster or metallic on the inside.. inside has ‘mo mile beannact
ont’ in black lettering…. small chip and some paint wear

Sold for: US$172.49
EBay
EBay seller:
seller: nitnees_collectables
Period: Second Black
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Armorial Scottish Crest
…Ring Handle Pattern Cup and
Saucer, rare Scottish Crest…great
condition.

Sold for: £119
EBay
EBay seller:
seller: texmex58
Period: Second Black
2 BELLEEK CREST SAUCERS
and 1 BELLEEK BOWL
… Inverness & Rothesay and 1
BELLEEK BOWL… saucers in excellent condition

Sold for: £46
EBay seller: gorgies97567,
gorgies97567, Period: Second Black [assumed]
Brooch Floral 1st Black Mark [left]
Reasonable condition, but three of the points of the eight leaves missing
as are two of the loops with a third having a chip.

Sold for: £270.85
EBay
EBay seller:
seller: hippots
hippots
Period: First Black
Shamrock pin white round
porcelain [right]
..shamrocks and delicate circles.
Great condition,

Sold for: US$96
EBay
EBay seller:
seller: oiseauxenvo
Period: ‘Belleek China’ engraved on
back
Ceramic Irish Belleek Brooch
[left]
…excellent condition.

Sold for: £82
EBay
EBay seller:
seller: gotusthelottus
Period: ‘Belleek China’ engraved on back
PINK & LACE CAKE PLATE
… condition is very good

Sold for: US$261
EBay
EBay seller:
seller: bluenewhall
Period: First Black
Thorn 1st British Registry
Spider Plate Cherry Blossom
Blue Gold
very nice condition …"No 14"….6”

Sold for: US$510
EBay seller: goldenguard,
goldenguard,
Period: First Black
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And Finally...
Finally...
Let's leave the final word on the Chicago Convention and all it's festivities to Helen Rankin, who was
Honoree in 2007 and so ideally qualified...

Helen, Briane and Angela, just after the official Chain of Office was handed over to Briane.

"Limerick to an Honoree"
There was a young lady from Texas
Who volunteered to give of her bestas
Her ornament hunting and
Christmas Tree hanging
Must surely bodes well for her "plaque-ing"
To be an "HONOREE" is amazing
And many are dutifully waiting
To wish you the best, for your forthcoming quest
So welcome to 22 our new "Honoree"
That Yellow Rose from Texas - Briane Carter
And embrace our Belleek Charter!
Helen Rankin - 17th September 2011 at the Doubletree Hotel, Chicago, USA
Editor's note: Helen acknowledges that Limericks normally have five lines - so this is a bit unusual... but she
only had a few hours notice to compose her masterwork!
We hope to have an article on her ornament collection by Briane Carter in a forthcoming Newsletter.
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